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The performer should consider the upper sta� the default sta� to be performed through the 
course of the piece.  The sta� is split into short sections by thick lines and a ‘loop symbol’ (see the 
above example). Each section should be looped continuously until the max patch indicates that 
the performer should move to the lower sta� (see ‘switching between sta�s).

The upper sta� de�nes two simultaneous sites of action: action on the �ngerboard (blue stems 
and beams), and action with the bow. Both sites of action have string information in common. 
The upper sta� material is restricted to the A and D strings.

Bow pressure - Pressure indiciations take the form wedges with a colour gradient. Use the size 
of the string indicators as a point of comparison, where a wedge the size of the indicator is 
equivalent to forte. 

Bow techniques - Bowing techniques are indicated above the pressure wedges. N and CLT refer 
purely to the lateral position of the bow, where N is normal, and CLT stands for ’col legno tratto’. 
Where there is an arrow, the performer should transition from one to the other.

Finger position - The vertical height of the blue line represents the point at which the indicated 
string should be stopped relative to �ngerboard positions indicated by the dotted lines and 
corresponding numbers. In all cases, the shape of the overall gesture takes priority over precision 
at any given point.

Finger pressure - Finger pressure is indicated by the thickness of the position line. At it’s thickest 
point (in the �nal system), pressure should be such that the downforce inhibits horizontal 
movement of the �nger along the string. At its thinnest, pressure should be low enough that the 
sound consists of multiple harmonics and noise at normal bow pressure. 

Fingerboard position 
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Scordatura
The C and G strings should be tuned down so as to induce a balance of noise  and pitch. Care 
should be taken to sacri�ce as little of the ‘bite’ of the martellato attacks as possible.

Introduction
‘J’emploie les mots que tu m'as appris. S'ils ne veulent plus rien dire 
apprends-m'en d'autres. Ou laisse-moi me taire. ’

‘J’emploie les mots que tu m'as appris’ is a duet for viola and electronics, and 
should be approached as such from the outset, rather than as a viola piece with an 
electronic accompaniment. The electronics consist of a Max patch with its own 
‘agency’. It is listening and will respond to you as you should to it, but the nature of 
its responses are not particularly easy to predict. As much the sounds it makes 
depend on your own interpretative decisions, so too do your sounds depend on 
its decisions in turn. The performer should feel a strong sense of  ‘push and pull’ 
between themselves and the electronics. 

Consider the patch an unknowable, yet malleable material. Unknowable because 
to determine fully the logics of its behaviour is at least hopefully a futile 
endeavour, and malleable because those logics always respond in one way or 
another to the forces you bring to bare on it. That being the case, I would suggest 
taking time to explore its behaviours in relation to your sounds. One or another 
inevitability (or termini) is always approaching, but in learning something about 
its modus operandi, you can become a prime collaborator, or a site of dissent and 
resistance; or both at di�erent times, or simultaneously.
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Switching between sta�s
The Max patch will indicate when to switch from the upper sta� to the lower and back again.  
The patch will allocate signi�cantly shorter amounts of time to the lower sta� material. The 
lower sta� should be seen as a pathway between loops on the upper sta�. When asked to 
switch, performers should move to the following attack in the other sta� immediately, with-
out completing the gesture or loop they are in the midst of playing.

The only way to move from one loop to the next on the upper sta� is via the lower sta�, 
which does not loop.



Proportions, speed and beams 
Proportions should be understood to be relative to their nearest neighbours (that is local). 
No e�ort need be made to maintain global-level consistency or sense of pulse. Beams 
connect events that belong to the same gesture, but they do not indicate that they should 
necessarily occur in a unidirectional bow stroke.

Material on the upper sta� should be played relatively slowly. The example on the previous 
page should take between around 15 and 20 seconds for one loop. As with proportions, 
speed ought not to be consistent (even in the course of looping the same material). The 
performer may choose at certain moments to play the material signi�canttly faster or 
slower than my recommendation.

Material on the lower sta� should always be played more-or-less as quickly as possible, 
taking into account local-level proportions.
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Material on the lower sta� is made up almost entirely of double stops. All the material is to 
played on the C and G strings. Local-level proportions are indicated by beams, or in the case of 
tremelos, by the length of the speed indicator.  

Pitch information is written in traditional notation but, as a result of the scordatura, will have a 
loose relationship with the sounding result. The shape of the gesture (with particular regard to  
envolopes of intensity) should in all cases take priority over precision of pitch or timing.

Tremolo speed - The top of the box should be understood to be the fastest it is 
possible to tremolo, all other factors considered. The bottom of the box should be 
considered the slowest possible, taking into account the local proportions together 
with the overall shape of the speed indicator.

Martellato - An explosive staccato attack achieved by applying pressure to the 
string with the bow and releasing it violently
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